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During the 1993 run of the SLC/SLD, the SLD recorded49,392Z e~’entsproducedby the collision of lon-
gitudinally polarized electrons on unpolarized positrons at a center-of-mass energy of 91.26 GeV. .k Con]p-
ton polarimeter measured to luminosity-lveighted average polarization to be (63.0+ 1.1 )Yo. .4LR
to be 0.1628 +0.00 il(stat. )+0.0028 (s3~st.) ~vhich determines the effective \veak miting angle to
0.2292 * 0.0009 (stat.) * 0.0004 (syst.).

. ... . ..
1. Introduction

In 1992, tile SLD Collaboration performed the
first measurementof the left-right cross section
asymmetry (.4~~) in tile production of Z bosons
by e+e- collisions [1]. In these proceedings, ~~’e
presenta substantiall}rmore preciseresultthat is
b’ased upon data recorded during the 1993 run of

tile SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) [2].

2. Properties of -~LR

- . For ferlllioll/allti-ferlllioll collisons at the Z
~ole energy one can rigorousl~~ define tl~e fermion

asymmetry, .4f. To leading order, tile Standard
Lfodel predicts that this quantity depends upon

the vector (wj) and axial-vector (uf) couplings of
tile Z boson to tile fermion current

lvllere ~L is tile total production cross section
Ivllen tile fermion is left-handed, ~vllic]l is to say,
its spin is anti-parallel to its momentum, and CR
is tile cross section ~~’llen tile fermion is rigllt-

llanded.
Tile fermion wymmetry is insensitive to QCD

and QED corrections (excepting initial state ra-
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diation), and to the find state of
Ho\vever, lligller order electro~veak

Tvas measured
be sin2 e~~ =

tl~e Z decay.
processes do

hare a large effect on .4f. The main contribu-.
tions come from tile oblique and vertex correc~
tions, tile effects of \\’llicllare absorbed into nel~.
coupling constants, v~ffand a~ff.

—

For the particular case of an electron-positron
collider, tile fermion asymmetry in question is the
electron asymmetry, .4e, ]vllicll is also referred to
as A~R [3]. Tl~is quantity is related to tl~e ~\’ein-

berg angle tllougll tile follol~’ing expression

I}”llere tile effective elect rolveak mixing parameter
. 2 ‘R – (1 – Ujff/Ujff)/4. Xoteis defined [~] as sln 61,, =

that .~~R is a sellsiti~e function of sillz o~$ and

therefore sensitive to elect ro~veak radiative cor-
rections, including those lvhicll in~.olve the top
quark, the Higgs boson: and ne]~’ phenomena.

In a red experiment. the electron polarization

is al~\’ays less than 1007o. Also, because of ini-
tial state radiation, no real experiment can occur

exactly on tile Z pole, ancl therefore tile nlea-
sured .4LR \vill be a function of center-of-mass en-

ergy, ~vitl) a value different from -~~R. Tile lnea-
sured asymmetry, .4,n, is related to tile energy-
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dependent .4LR through the follo~ving equation:

(3)

~vhere ATL and JVR are the observed number of
left-handed and right-handed Z productions, and
P. is the longitudinal polarization at the SLC
interaction point (IP). Throughout this docu-
ment, \ve \vill use the “ ()” symbol to denote the
luminosity-~ veigllted average of a quantity over
the time of the sample. Equation 3 assumes that
all left-right symmetries in polarization, lunli-
nosity, and other quantites are zero. Corrections
to this assumption are discussed in section 7.

Ho\vever, to first order, the error on .~~R is given
by

It is clear froiii ‘tilis relation that the statistical
error 011.~~R is a stroll~ function of the electron
polarization, and that the uncertainty in the po-
larization me=urement is the dominant systenl-
atic error in the experiment.

~fe~~rillg .~LR reqUiresrh~ee Illaill cOlllPO-
nents: a machine capable of accelerating polar-
ized electrons, a method of monitoring the beam
polarization, and a method of detecting 2s. .~t
SL-\~, these requirementsare met by the polar-
ized SLC, the Compton polarimeter,and the SLD
detector.

3. The Polarized SLC

The operation of the SLC Jvith a polarized elec-
tron beani has been described previously [s]. Re-

ferring to figure 1, electrons are extracted longitu-
dinally from the source, after ~vhich they are ac-

celerated to 1.19 GeV and injected into the danlp-

ing ring. The linac-to-ring (LTR) dipole section
rotates the spin into the horizontal direction, and
the LTR solenoid rotates the spin into the vertical

direction for storage in the damping ring, Ivhere

horizontal spin components ]vill be randomized.

Electrons are-extracted from the clamping ring
after cooling for 8.8 nls, and are accelerated to

their maximum energy (=46.1 GeV) at the end
of t!le linac. .\t this point the beam polarization
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Figure 1. The SLAC Linear Collider

is P~i”oc. In the SLC arc, the electrons lose en-
ergy though synchrotron emission, and lose polar-
ization through spin. diflusion (defined in section

3.2). -At the SLC interaction point the electron
polarization is P,. The electrons continue past
the IP to the Compton interaction point, ~vhere

the polarization is measured to be P:.

In 1993, the maximum luminosity of the col-
lider JYaSincreued to 5 x 1029 cm2/sec by the use
of flat (elliptical) beams ~vhich had transverse as-

pect ratios of 3/1 [6]. The luminosity-~ veigllted
mean e+ e - center-of-rows energy (Ec”l ) is nlea-
sured Jvith precision energy spectrometers [7] to

be 91.26+0.02 GeV.
Table 1 summarizes the performance of the

SLC in 1993 and gives projections for the 1994
run.
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Parameter
AT+
AT-

f.ep
u=

Z/llr”~peak)
Energy

Polarization
Uptime

Run Time
Integrated 2s
‘able 1

1993

3 x 1010
3 x 1010
120 Hz
0.8 [(m
2.6 ~Lm

50
91.~6 Ge\~

63%
70%

6 months
501{

SLC Operational Paranleters

1994 (projected)

(3.5 - 4!0)x 1010
~3.5 - 4.oj x 101°

l~oHZ
(0.4 - 0.5) /l?n

2.4 pm
100

91.26 Ge~7
80%
70%

6 months
1001{- 1501{

3.1. The Polarized Electron Source
In ad”dition to enhanced luminosity, the 1993. ... . ..

run of the SLC also featured enhanced beam po-
larization. The beam polarization at the SLC

- source ~~’asincreased to over 65~o by the use of
istrained-lattice gallium-arseuide( GaAs) plloto-
cathode [8] illuminated by a pulsed Ti-Sappl~ire
laser operating at 86j nm [9]. Strained-lattice

cathodes are manufactured by gro~~ring a O.1-

0.3 micron layer of pure Ga-4s on a 2.5 nli-
cron gallium-arsenide-phosphide (Ga-~S.~6P.z4)

substrate. GaAs.76P.24 hasaslilaller lattice spac-
ing constant that GaAs~ and the resulting strain

caused by this mismatch is just enough to break
‘tile P312 energy le~’el degeneracy in the Ga.~s Va-
lence band, ~vllich in turn allo\\.s the excitation of
a single electron polarization state by au incident
circularly polarized photon bunch.

The circular polarization of the incident phot-
ons is controlled by the voltage setting on an

elect ro-optic element kno~!’n as a Pockels cell. As
in 1992, the voltage state of the source Pockels cell
(and hence, the helicity of each electron pulse)
~~~aschosen randomly on a pulse-by-pulse basis.

The helicity information is transmitted and in-

corporated into the SLD event data stream. The
synchronization of this transmission has been rig-
orously tested, and three independent systems are
used to ensure the integrity of the transmission,

3.2. Spin ~ansport

The flat-beam mode of operation precludes
the use of the t~~o solenoidal spin rotator nlag-
nets (located do~f’nstream of the electron danlp-
ing ring) that \\.ere used previously to orient the
electron spin direction prior to acceleration in the

linac. Tljerefore, the vertical spin orientation of
the beam in the north damping ring is nlaiu-
tained during acceleration and launch into the
SLC North Arc. A pair of large amplitude be-

tatron oscillations in the arc is used to adjust the
spin direction [10] to achieve longitudinal polar-
ization at the SLC IP.

The spin precession angle, 0,, for elect rons in a
dipole field is given by

(5)

l\’here ~b is the bend angle of the eleCtrOll lno-

mentum induced by the field. The product of

~ (= E/ITL for large E), al~d %, tile alloll~a-
10USmagetic moment of the electron. is knoIYn as
the spa71 ttin.e and is on the order of 100 at SLC
energies. Because O. is a strong function of E,:
electrons ~~’ithin the bunch ~~’itll slightly different
energies \\’ill undergo different spin precession.
Loss of polarization resulting from this effect is-”
called spin diffusion.

The longitudinal polarization of the electron
beam at the IP is typically 95-96% of the po-

larization in the linac, as a result of imperfect
spin orientation aucl energy-spread-induced spin
diffusion in the SLC arc. This result, follo~vs from
measurements of the arc spin rotation matrix per-
formed \\,itll a beam of very small energy spread
(< 0.1%) using the spin rotation solenoids al~d

the Compton polarimeter. These measurements

determine the electron polarization in the linac
to be (65.7 *0.9) (~. On several occasions, the
beam polarization at end of the linac (P~imdc)
Ivas directly measured ~~’itll a diagnostic Jloller

polarimeter and \vas found to be (66*3)% [11].

4. Polarimetry

The longitudinal electron beam polarization is
me,asured by a Compton scattering polarimeter

[12], depicted in figure 2. After it passes through

w -- -—--
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k’igure2. The Compton Polarinleter

the IP, the-+lec~ron beain travels 33 m do\vn-
stream and, before it encounters any dipole fields
(and hence, before any spin precession occurs),
collides ~vith a circularly polarized photon tar-

get. The photons are produced by a frequency-
doubled ATd:Y-AG l~er of ~va~elength 532 nm.

The scattered and unscattered components of the
electron beam remain unseparated until they pass

through a pair of analyzing dipole magnets. The
sca~tered electrons are dispersed horizontally and
exit the vacuum system through a thin ~vindo~v.
They then sho~ver in a 1.4 A lead pre-radiator,
~vhich enhances thtisignal-to-noise ratio in the de-

tector.
Polarimeter data are acquired continually clur-

ing the operation of the SLC. The mewured beam
polarization is typically 61-64%. The absolute

statistical precision attained in a 3 miuute inter-
val is typically 6P. = 1.OYC.

4.1. The Compton Cherenkov Detector
The detector used for the polarimeteranalysis

is a nine-channelphototube based Cherenkovde-
tector. The g= used is sys-trans-z-butene, held
at slightly over atmospheric,pressure. The de-
tector consisls of aluminumchannels 1 cm Tvide
separated by ~valls~vhichare 250 microns thick.
Cherenkov photons are reflected dolvn the pol-
ished channels into Hamamatsu R1398 photo-~

tubes, ~vhich employ a special tube bwe designed
for effective linearity calibration [13].

The counting rates in each detector channel
are measured for parallel and ant.i-para]lel com-
binations of the photon and electron beam llelic-
ities. The ~ymmetry formed from these rates in

a given channel i, Aim, is related to the electron
polarization measured by the polarimeter (P:)
through the follo~ving equation

.4im=
lJTi —— _ ~Jri --

Ni
= P~P7ai

–- + -qri-- (6)

~vhere Py is the circular polarization of the laser
beam at the electron-photon crossing point and ai
is the so-called analyzing potier of channel i. The
analyzing polver is the convolution of the theoreti-
cal Compton wymmetry function Ivith the de-
tector response function for the channel. The re-
sponse functions are modelled by a detailed EGS
h!onte Carlo [13], Including the effects of the re-
sponse function is a XIYO correction to the theo-
retical analyzing po~ver (in ~vhich the response
function is a step function over the ~vidth of the

channel),

4.2. The Compton Polarized Target
The largest systematic error affecting the po-

larimeteris the determinationof the circular po-
larizationof the target laser,PT. The problem is
that the Compton interaction point is inside the
SLC vacuumand analysisoptics cannot be placed
there. The circular polarization is measured at
t~voother points: on the optics bench after the
beam has been polarized, and in an analysisbox
after the laserexits the vacuum. Ho\vever,phase
shifts induced by the laser transport optics pre-
vent either of these monitors from directly plea-
suringPy.

The first approach }vas to measure PT intru-
sively, by breaking the SLC vacuunl, and then
to use the analysisbox optics to measurethe sta-
bility of the polarization. This techniqueassumes
that the I’ariousphaseshiftsinduced by the trans-

port optics remain constant in time, lvhich turllcd

out not to be the case. .$s a result. for the first
26.9% of the data sample, Py Jvas only me,asurcd
to be (97*2)(X.

For the latter 73.1% of the sample, tve in-

—

—.
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stalled an additional Pockels cell on the source
laser bench. The combination of t~vo cells Ivhose
principal ~xes are rotated relatively by 45° allo~vs
one to introduce an arbitrary phase shift into the
laser beam, ~vhich can cancel the transport line
phase shifts. By automatically scanning the volt-
ages on the Pockels cell, seeking to m~timize the
measured Cornpton asymmetry, the laser polar-
ization ~vas maintained at (99.2*0.6)70.

4.3. Systematic Errors in Polarimetry
Correct measurement of P: relies on the lin-

earity of the detector and electronics, the deter-
mination of the detector location relative to the
Compton scattering spectrum, and the measure-
ment of the target polarization.

The polarimeter linearity is tested by ol)serv-
ing the ratio of the experimental asymmetry in
a channel Ivith varying phototube gain to that
in a channel ~vitl~ constant signal height. This

. ... . ..method has the advantage of testing all conlpo-
nents of the polarimeter in the same environment
in ~vhich the data is taken. After s~veeping out a
linearity curve for a given channel, corrections on
the order of l% are applied to tile data. Tile Sys-
tematic uncertainty due to detector non-linearity
is estimated at 0.670. Electronic noise and cross-
talk have been directly measured, and the effects
on measuerd asymmetries are limited to 0.2Y0.

The energy scale of the polarimeter is cali-
brated from measurements of the electron kine-

matic endpoint, energy for Compton scattering
<17.36 Gel?) and the energy at ~vhich the asynl-
metry is zero (25.15 Gel;). The position of the
kinematic endpoint is determined to ~vit.hin 250
microns by lllovillg the detector platform and ob-
serving the falloff in the Compton signal in the
outer channels, and comparing the results to a
Jlonte Carlo prediction. Once the absolute de-

tector position is determined in this manner, any
relative beam motion is monitored by a ratio of
inner channel asymmetries lvhich tracks tile lo-
cation of the zero asymmetry point. The esti-

mated systematic uncertainty for this calibration
scheme is 0.470. l~re also assume an additional
0.5% uncertainty breed on the difference bet~veen
t hc measured Compton asymmetry spectrum and

the theoretical spectrum (conroltlt ed ~vith the de-

--

Systematic Uncertainty 6Pe/Pe(%)

Laser Polarization 1.0

m-Interchannel Consistency

TOTAL 1.3---L I
Table 2
Systematic Uncertainties in Polarimetry

tector response function). This uncertainty is re-
ferred to as the in.terch.un.n.el consistency because
it is measure of the degree to ~vhich every detector
channel predicts the same electron polarization.

The systematic uncertainties that affect the
polarization measurement are summarized in
Table 2. The laser systematic error is the
luminosity -~veighted average error of the t~\’o laser
polarization measurement techniques. The total
relative systematic uncertainty is estimated to be
6Pe/Pe = 1.3%.

5. Event Selection

l\Te measure .~~R by counting hadronic and--
T+ T- decays of the Z boson for each of the t~vo

longitudinal polarization states of the electron
beam. The measurement requires knolvledge of
the absolute beam polarization, but does not re-
quire kno~vleclge of the absolute luminosity. de-

tector acceptance: or efficiency.
The Z decays are measured by the SLD detec-

tor ~vhich has been described else~vhere [14]. The
A~R e~peril~lel~t has very little reliance o)l par-
ticle identification or momentum resolution. in

order to retain the highest number of events: our
analysis is based only on data from the SLD lead-

liquid argon sampling calorimeter (L.AC) [15].
The triggering of the SLD and the selection of

Z events are improved versions of the 1992 proce-

dures. For each event candidate, energy cl~lsters
are reconstructed in the L.AC. Selected events are

recluired to contain at least. 22 Gel? of energy ob-
served in the clusters ancl to manifest a nornlal-
ized energy imbalance of less than 0.6. The en-

ergy imbalance is defined as a normalized vector
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sum of the energy clusters as follolvs

(7)

Theleft-right tiymnletr yassociated~vith final
state e+e - events is diluted by the t-channel pho-
ton exchange subprocess. Ilre therefore exclude
e+e - final states by requiring that each event

candidate contain a minimum of 9 clusters (12
clusters if \ cos 61 is larger than 0.8, ~vhere d is the
angle of the thrust ~tis ~vith respect to the beam
axis).

-As described in section 3.1, the helicity state
of the source electrons is transmitted to the SLD
on every beam pulse. The meaning of this tralls-
missioll, in terms of the beam helicity at the IP

“ (that is, \vhetller the electrons are L or R), is
inferred from the sign of the measured Comptou
scattering asymmetry, tile me,asured helicity of

the polarim~ter lwer, and the theoretical sign of
tile Comptou scattering ,asymmetry.

.$ total of 49,392 Z events satisfy the selec-
tion criteria. ll~e find that 27,225 (!l~~) of the

events \vere produced Ivith the left-handed elec-
tron beam and 22,167 (ilr~) \vere produced \vitll
the right-handed beam.

11’e estimate that the combined efficiency of

the trigger and selection criteria is (93+1)70 for

hadronic Z decays. .Approxinlately (0.25+0.1)%
of the sample consists of tau pairs. Because

muon pair events deposit only small energy in the
calorimeter, they.~re not included in the sample.

The residual background in the sample is due
primarily to beam-related backgrounds and to
e+e - final state events. lY& use” our data and

a lIonte”Carlo simulation to estimate the back-
ground fraction due to these sources to be (0.23+
O.1O)7C. The background fraction due to cosmic
rays and’ tlvo-photon processes is (0.02+0.01 )(x.

6. The Chromaticity Effect

.An important issue to address is ~vhether the
measured Compton polarization, Pee, is equal to

the polariztiiou at the SLC interaction point,

P,. .4s a result of flat beam running, the ver-

tical focusing of the electron beam is limited by
third-order chromatic aberrat.iolls. That is to say,

--

the focusing of the beam is energy dependent,
and thereby the luminosity of the beam is en-

ergy dependent. Because the spin precession is
also dependent on energy, there \vill be an en-
ergy/polarization correlation, and indeed Pe ~vill
not he equal to PeC. Tl~is is kno~vn aa the chrom-
aticity effect. Ilre introduce a paramter ~, called
the chromaticity correction., to account for the dif-
ference bet~veen the ttvo polarizations such that

(Pe) = (1 + () (P:) . (8)

A model based upon the measured energy cle-
pendence of the arc spin rotation, d8s/dE =
(2.47 + 0.03) rad/Gel~, and the expected depen-
dence of the luminosity on beam energy (Z(E))
suggest that { is \’ery small (~ <0.002) for the
Gaussian core (AE/E s 0.2%) of the beam en-
ergy distribution, N(E). Ho\ve~er, I\T(E) is ob-
served to have a lolv-energy tail extending to

AE/E z 1%. This small population of Io\v-
energy electrons does not contribute to the lu-
minosity but is measured by the polarimeter,
leading to a calculated correction factor, ~ =

0.019 + 0.005. lIeasurements of P, for differ-
ent settings of an energy-defining collimator agree
\vell ~vitll the predictions of the model.

Ho\vever, Ive prefer to employ a conservat-

ive and essentially model-independent estimate
~vhich implicitly includes the energy tail. The
correction ~ is rigorously limited by the follo\v-

ing relation:

,1+,)s (*)maz(%)ma. ‘9)
I\’e determine an upper limit on < by finding the

upper limits of the t~vo polarization ratios de-
fined in this equation. The first ratio is bounded
by a calculation using a purely Gaussian energy

distribution of narro~v ~vidth (0.15% RJIS), the
measured value of dO./~lE, and a cllronlatically-
dominated version of L(E) to be less than 0.986.

The second ratio is bounded by our nleasure-
ments of spin diffusion in the arc to be less than

1.048. Therefore 1.000< (1 + <) < 1.033. Ilre
use the central value and Iviclth of the allo~ved

range, O to 0.033, to derive the correction factor.
< = 0.017+ 0.011, ~vhich is applied to our data.

—.

——..————. . - . . . . ... ._,__._.___..... .. . . ....
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. . . .

7. small correctionstO .~LR

Tile measured asymmetry A,,, is related to .~L~

by tile follo~ving expression ~f’llicll incorporates a
number of small correction terms in lo~vest-order
approximation

[
& fb(-4m - db) – .4~ + .4~.47

e

_E C’(ECm)
AE – A. + (P.)PP

“n a(Ecm) 1
(lo)

~~,bere fb is tbe background fraction; o(E) is tile

unpolarized Z cross section at energy E; o’(E)
is tl~e derivative of tile cross section ~vitl~ respect
to E; db, At, .4P, .4~, and .4. are tbe left-right
asymmetries of tbe residual background, tile in-
tegrated luminosity, tile beam polarization, tl~e

center-of-mass energy, and tile product of detec-
tor acceptance and efficiency, respectively; and PP
is any longitudinal positron polarization \\’llicll is
assumed to nave constant helicity.

Tile correction for residual background con-
tamination is moderated by a non-zero left-right
“background asynlrnetry (-4b = 0.031 +0,010) aris-
ing from e+e - final states 11’llicll remain in tile
sample, Tile net fractional correction to .4LR is

(+0.17 * 0.07)%.
Residual linear polarization of tile polarized

electron source laser beam can produce a small
left-right asymmetry in tile electron current (<

10-3). Tile net luminosity asymmetry is esti-
ulated from measured asymmetries of tl~e beam
iurrent and tile rate of radiative Bllablla scatter-

ing e~’ents observed ~vitll a monitor located in tbe
North Final Focus region of tile SLC. ~t~e deter-

mine tile left-right luminosity asymnletry to be
.4L = (+3.8+ 5.0) x 10-5 ~vllicll leads to a frac-

tiol]al correction of (-0.037 + 0.04g)% to .4LR.
This asymmetry and tile Ieft-rigllt asymmetries of

all quantities that are correlated }vitll it \vere re-
duced by once reyersing tl~e spin rotation solenoid
at tile entrance to tile SLC damping ring.

.A less precise cross check is performed by

examining t.lle sample of 125,375 small-angle

Bllablla scattering events detected by tl~e lumin-
osity monitoring system (LUJ1) [16]. Since tile

left-right cross section asymmetry for small-angle
Bllablla scattering is expected to be very small

(- -1.5x 10-4P, in tile LUJ1 acceptance), tile

left-right asymmetry formed from tile luminosity
Bbablla events is a direct measure of -4C. T-he
nle~ured value of (-32+28) x 10-4 is consistent
~vitll tile more precisely determined one. -

Tile polarization asymmetry is directly nlea-

sured by tile polarimeter to be AP = (–3.3 +
0.1) X 10-3, resulting in a fractional correction
of (-0.034+0.001)70 to .4 LR.

Tile left-right beam energy asymmetry is di-

rectly measured by tbe energy spectrometer to
be (+4.4 +0.l)x 10-7. This effect arises from tl~e
small residual left-right beam current asymmetry
clue to beam-loading of tile accelerator and leads
to a fractional correction of (0.00085+0.00002)(%
to -4LR.

Tile value of ALR is unaffected by decay-nlode-

dependent variations in detector acceptance and
efficiency provided that tl~e efficiency for detect-
ing a fermion at some polar angle (Jvitll respect to
t.lle electron direction) is equal to tbe efficiency for
detecting an antifermion at tile same polar angle

(~tllicll leads to a symmetric acceptance in po--

lar angle). Tile SLD has a symmetric acceptanc~
in polar angle Ivllicll implies that tile efficiency-

asymmetry -Ac is negligible.
—.

Because tile colliding electron and positron

bunches are produced on different, machine cy-
cles, and because tl~e electron helicity of each
cycle is chosen randomly, any positron helicity
arising from tile polarization of tile production
electrons is ullcorrelated ~~ritl~electron helicity at
tl~e IP. Tile net positron polarization from this

process vanisl)es rigorously. Ho\vever, positron
polarization of constant helicity does affect tile

measurement. Tl~e dominant, source of col~stallt-
llelicity positron polarization is expected to be

tile Sokolov-Terno\~ effect ill tile positron damp-
ing ring [17]. Since tile I>olarizing time in tile SLC
damping rings is about 960 s and tl:e positron
storage time is 16.6 ms, tile positron polarization
emerging from tile damping ring is expected to
be 1.5 x 10-5, leading to a maximum fractional

correctioll of O.ollyo to .4LR.
Tl~e corrections listed in equation 10 are fo~ln(l

to be small, and are summarized in table 3. These
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Correction ~~LR/~LR(%)

Background Fraction 0.17 A 0.07
Luminosity .~symmetry –0.037 + o.04g
Polarization .ksyn:metry –0.034 * 0.001

Energy Asymmetry c 0.001
Efficiency Asymmetry =0
Positron Polarization <0.011

TOTAL 0.10 * 0.0s
Table 3
Summary of small corrections to A~R

corrections change .~~R by (+0.10+ O.OS)~Oof its
uncorrected value.. .

8. Results

The ltllll~nosity-~veighted average polarization

(Pe) is estimated from measurements of P. made
~vllen Z events ~~’ererecorded

“(~ej=(l+f).”+~ Pic = (63.O& 1.1)% (11)
i=l

~~.here JVZ is the total number of Z e~’ents, and

PiC is the Compton polarization measurement as-
s~ciated in time ~vit.11the it’l event. The error

on (Pe) is dominated by the systematic uncer-

tainties on the polarization memurement and the
chromaticity correction, ~.

The measured~eft-right cross section asynlnle-
try for Z production is

\l’e have verified that .~,n does not vary signif-

icantly -as more restrictive criteria (calorimetric
and tracking- bwed) are applied to the sample and

that -4,,, is uniform \\’llen binned by the azimuth
and polar angle of the thrust axis.

Using equation 10, \\fe fincl the left-right asym-
metry to be

.~~R(gl.~6-Gev) =

0.162S + 0.0071 (stat.) + 0.002 S(syst.) (13)

The various cent rib!l tious to the systen>atic error
are summarized in Table 4.

Systematic Uncertainty ~-~LR/ALR(%)

Polarization (Pe) 1.3
Chromaticity (<) 1.1

Small Corrections (Eq.10) 0.1
TOTAL 1.7

Table 4

systematic Uncertainties in .4~R

In order to compare ~t~itll other electro~veak
mewurements, ~~’e ~{~ould like to convert the
energy-dependent .4~R into a value of sin2 d;{!.
11’e use a Jlonte Carlo to correct the result, ac-
counting for photon exchange and for electro~~’eak
interference tvllich arises from the de~~iation of the
effective e+e - center-of-mass energy from the Z-
pole energy (inclucling the effect of initial-state
radiation). In units of sin2 df~, the electro~~.eak
interference correction is -0.0004. Our calculation
agrees ~~’itl~results gi~~en by the EXPOSTAR pro-

gram [1S] and by the ZFITTER program [19]. li~e
then find the the effective ~t’eak mixing angle and
the pole asymmetry .4}n to be

sin2 0~~ =

0.2292 * 0.0009 (stat.) * 0.0004 (syst.)

.4~R=
0.1656 + 0.0071 (stat.) * 0.0028 (syst.)

The quantities Ajn and sin2 d~~ are related by

equation 2 and are completely equivalent. \\?e

note that this is the most precise single deternli-
uation of sin2 0~$ yet performed.

Combining this value of sin207J If’ith our pre-
vious Ineasurelllellt at ECJ\~ = gl.~~ Ge\7 [1].

~ve obtain the value, sinz ~~~ = 0.2294 + 0.0010
\\~hicll corresponds to the pole asymmetry, A! ~ =

0.1637 + 0.0075. In either form, this result is
smaller by 2.3 standard deviations than the av-

erage of 25 me~urements performed by the LEP

Collaborations [20].

9. Conclusions

The SLD measurement of .4~R lIM become a

statistically po~rerful test of the Standard Jlodel.
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. ... . ..
3.

4.

5.

This fact is primar~!y due to the increased lumi-
nosity of the SLC through flat-beam running, and 16.

the increased source polarization through the de-
velopment of strained-lattice cathodes. li.

In 1994, we have already me~ured the polar-
ization from a new strained GaAs cathode to be 18.

*SO%. l~~e expect SLC to deliver on the order of

150,000 Zs, thanks to upgrades in the find focus 19.

optics. These conditions will improve the error
on ALR by a factor of two or better by the end of 20.

the 1994 run. If we continue to measure the same
central value of sin2 O?$, the field of electroweak
physics will become even more interesting than it
already is.
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